Composed Systems Sets up their CI System Quickly with Bitnami Jenkins on AWS Cloud

“I like that I don’t need to worry about the minutia when I launch a Bitnami application. It just works!” - Steve Ball, Partner at Composed Systems

When launching Bitnami applications, companies save an average of 160 hours that would have otherwise been spent in packaging the application themselves.

Challenge

Composed Systems was in the market for a CI tool that would work right away, and would be easy to host in the cloud. Until recently, the team hosted many of their applications internally. They were new to the cloud and didn’t have the experience to package a CI tool from scratch. They were in the market for a solution that would allow them to get started quickly without extensive cloud or packaging knowledge.

Solution

Composed Systems had already used Bitnami in the past for hosting Redmine internally, so the team decided to investigate Bitnami’s applications on AWS when it came time to use the cloud. They found Jenkins Certified by Bitnami for AWS, and quickly launched the application to set up their new CI system.

Result

By using Jenkins Certified by Bitnami on AWS, Composed Systems now has an active CI System that manages many nodes and is scalable for their future needs. Because Bitnami provides the latest versions of Jenkins through the AWS Marketplace, Composed Systems can quickly update its application if or when a security vulnerability arises.

Bitnami provided Composed Systems with a way to rapidly develop its Jenkins stack on the cloud provider of their choice without losing precious development time configuring and packaging the application on their own. In addition to getting Composed Systems started quickly, Bitnami also provided peace of mind regarding the application’s security. Bitnami provides the most up-to-date and secure applications in the cloud marketplaces.

Use Bitnami applications on the AWS Marketplace to get started on your project today!